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In the tests detailed above, the overall goodness of the fit
remains stable, while we observe variations in the activities
of the individual sources. These variations are used as an
evaluation of the systematic uncertainty on the 57 source
activities (Table 8, sixth column).
There are caveats using the reference fit results as an exact
estimation of the material contamination. Indeed, degenerate
source spectra allow us to use a single source to represent a
group of possible sources. Examples are: the Holder that also
accounts for the contribution of the Small Parts, surface contaminants in close components that are modeled with few
representative depths, or bulk contamination in far components that also include surface ones.
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The background reconstruction allows us to measure the
2νββ of 130 Te with high accuracy. Figure 12 shows the fit
result compared with the CUORE-0 M1 . 2νββ produces
(3.27 ± 0.08) × 104 counts, corresponding to ∼10% of the
events in the M1 γ region from 118 keV to 2.7 MeV. As
shown in Fig. 13, removing the 2νββ component results in a
dramatically poorer fit in this region.
The 2νββ activity is (3.43 ± 0.09) × 105 Bq/kg, with
a statistical uncertainty that is amplified by the strong anticorrelation to the 40 K contamination in crystal bulk (but not
to other 40 K sources). Indeed, this is the only case where
the β spectrum of 40 K (having a shape that resembles that
of 2νββ) contributes to the detector counting rate. For all
the other 40 K sources, only the EC decay (branching ratio
89%) contributes to the detector counting rate through the
1460 keV line and its Compton tail. The Posterior for the
2νββ activity as obtained from the reference fit is shown in
Fig 14. Also shown is the Posterior associated to the fit bias.
This is derived from systematic studies discussed in Sect. 8
and is represented as a flat distribution. Figure 14 also shows
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Fig. 12 CUORE-0 M1 compared to the 2νββ contribution predicted
by the reference fit and the radioactive source that has the strongest
correlation with 2νββ, 40 K in Crystal bulk
Counts / keV

form two JAGS fits. In the first fit, the half-Gaussian priors
used in the case of upper limits on source activities are
changed to uniform priors with the minimum at 0 and the
maximum at 3σ above the upper limit. In the second fit,
uniform non-informative priors are used for all components. In both cases, the global fit reconstruction is good
and the 2νββ result changes by ∼1%.
– Selection of background sources: In the reference fit there
are 14 undetermined sources whose activity is quoted as
upper limit. To check the fit stability against the removal
of these sources, we run a minimum model fit with only
43 sources. Once more, the global fit reconstruction and
the 2νββ result are not affected.
– Subset of data: We compare fit results obtained with various subsets of data.
We search for time-related systematics by dividing the
data into alternating datasets or grouping Rn-low and Rnhigh datasets. Each study is performed with at least 1/3
of the total exposure. The Rn-low and Rn-high data are
obtained by grouping the datasets in which the 214 Bi lines
are more or less intense than the mean. This allows us to
study if changes in the 214 Bi background influence the fit
quality. The reconstruction results are compatible with
the reference fit. The 238 U contamination in the CryoExt,
which includes the air volume with the variable 222 Rn
source, converges on results compatible with the different
222 Rn concentrations.
Finally, we investigate the dependence of the reconstruction on geometry by grouping the data by different
floors: odd and even floors, upper and lower floors, the
floors from 3 to 8 (central), and the complementary ones
(peripherals). In this way, we explore the systematics due
to model approximations. In Monte Carlo simulations
we assumed contaminants to be uniformly distributed in
each component of the experimental setup (except for the
point sources) and we modeled the average performance
of bolometers. In all studies, the reconstruction is good,
but we observe variations in the activities of the sources.
In particular, the 2νββ activity varies by about ±10%.
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Fig. 13 CUORE-0 M1 compared to the reconstruction predicted by
the fit without the 2νββ source

